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V SERIES COMMERCIAL ROPE CLIMBERS



Throughout history rope climbing has been used  as one of the purest forms of physical training

Unparalleled in its ability to simultaneously build strength and increase endurance,
igniting muscle activity in the entire upper body

Now, progressive design and kinesthetic expertise meet to create true innovation

Experience the next revolution in total body fitness
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FEATURES AND BENEFITS

- One unit enables strength, cardio or rehabilitation exercises.

- Tri-position sliding carriage enables quick and easy mode changes.

- 7 resistance settings with dynamic breaking system that adapts to each user.

- Specially designed rope is soft and easy to grip, yet durable and long-lasting.

- Electronic display tracks distance, time, speed and calories.

- Unit dimensions (LxWxH):  81” x 36” x 92”  (206 cm x 92 cm x 234 cm)

- Unit weight:  170 lbs.  (77 kg)

- Top View:
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VMX MULTI-MODE ROPE CLIMBER

Diagonal rope pull

- Work out seated or standing
- One workout targets both upper
- and lower body simultaneously

Horizontal rope pull

- Engage arms, core and legs
- Vary grip orientation for specific
- muscle emphasis

Vertical rope climb

- Pull rope down or pull up
- All-in-one upper body workout or
- individual muscle group isolation

Easy, one-step mode change

- Squeeze handle and move carriage
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FEATURES AND BENEFITS

- One unit enables strength, cardio or rehabilitation exercises.

- 7 resistance settings with dynamic breaking system that adapts to each user.

- Specially designed rope is soft and easy to grip, yet durable and long-lasting.

- Up to 250 lbs (113 kg) of weight assist enables wide range of workout options.

- Electronic display tracks distance, time, speed and calories

- Unit dimensions (LxWxH):  54” x 40” x 108”  (137 cm x 102 cm x 275 cm)

- Unit weight:  320 lbs.  (145 kg)

- Top View
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V250 WEIGHT-ASSIST ROPE CLIMBER

Easy-to-remove seat

- Exercise from standing position
- Enables exercises that target lower
- and upper body simultaneously
- Provides wheelchair accessibility 

Bi-directional rope pulling

- Pull down or pull up
- Isolate individual muscle groups

Weight-assisted climb

- Levitating seat allows for true
- rope climbing experience
- Exercise sitting or kneeling

Universal member appeal

- Weight assist enables workouts for
- users of all ages and fitness levels
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FEATURES AND BENEFITS

- Compact unit for strength, cardio or rehabilitation exercises.

- Safe and easy to use for users of all ages and fitness levels

- 7 resistance settings with dynamic breaking system that adapts to each user.

- Specially designed rope is soft and easy to grip, yet durable and long-lasting.

- Electronic display tracks distance, time, speed and calories

- Unit dimensions (LxWxH):  43” x 36” x 90”  (110 cm x 92 cm x 229 cm)

- Unit weight:  150 lbs.  (68 kg)

- Top View

W
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VLT COMPACT ROPE CLIMBER

Easy-to-remove seat

- Work out seated or standing
- Provides wheelchair accessibility

Total body workout

- Enables exercises that target lower
- and upper body simultaneously

Effective workouts

- Bi-directional: pull down or pull up
- Total upper body workout or
- individual muscle group isolation

Compact, lightweight unit

- Maximizes floor space utilization
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SPECIFICATIONS

Exercise positions

Rope position adjustment

Seat design

Rope pull direction

Weight stack configuration

Rope resistance

Quick-release seat

Electronic display

Dimensions (LxWxH)

Weight

Top view

Sitting, standing

Tri-mode
sliding carriage

Fixed-position bench

Bi-directional

No weight stack

7 settings

No

Yes

81” x 36” x 92” 
(206 x 92 x 234 cm)

170 lbs.  (77 kg)

AT A GLANCE

VMX
MULTI-MODE

Sitting, standing, kneeling

Fixed position

Floating seat with weight assist
up to 250 lbs (113 kg)

Bi-directional

10 - 250 x 10 lbs
(4.5 - 113.5 x 4.5 kg)

7 settings

Yes

Yes

54” x 40” x 108” 
(137 x 102 x 275 cm)

320 lbs.  (145 kg)

V250
WEIGHT-ASSIST

Sitting, standing

Fixed position

Fixed-position seat

Bi-directional

No weight stack

7 settings

Yes

Yes

43” x 36” x 90” 
(110 x 92 x 229 cm)

150 lbs.  (68 kg)

VLT
COMPACT



COLOR OPTIONS

Standard frame colors

White

Silver

Standard upholstery colors

Black

Burgundy

Blue

(Contact us to inquire about custom configurations)

WARRANTY

Lifetime Warranty

Structural frame and weight stack plates
(excluding coatings)

One-Year Warranty

Rope, Pulleys, Bearings, Belts, Cables, and Labor

90-Day Warranty

Upholstery Stitching

COMPANY

Marpo Kinetics was founded in 2001 with the mission
of developing high quality, innovative fitness
equipment that delivers fast, effective, and
safe workouts.

Our goal is to help people maximize every workout,
be it fifty minutes or fifteen.

Marpo Kinetics

313 Earhart Way,
Livermore, CA 94551 USA
Tel:       925.606.6919
Web:    www.marpokinetics.com
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